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Size up Oklahoma, Nebraska
Soul food sizzles in East Austin
 By Leah Wise
Daily Texan Staff
Kristen Campos confidently sat outside 
the Frank Erwin Center at midnight Wednes-
day, determined to tackle a long night of 
preparation and waiting. While most Aus-
tinites were turning in for the night, Cam-
pos was preparing herself for the “Ameri-
can Idol” auditions.
Since this was the first time in five years 
“American Idol” has held auditions in Aus-
tin, Campos jumped at the opportunity to try 
out when the Erwin Center announced audi-
tions. Three months later, Campos fervent-
ly waited outside the center alongside other 
contestants from across the U.S.
“You see people from all walks of life here, 
and some are really good,” Campos said. 
“Others are here for the mere environment 
this competition brings.”
Campos, who is from the Rio Grande 
 By Destinee Hodge
Daily Texan Staff
This fall, UT students can get 
paid for getting good grades.
New York web-based com-
pany Ultrinsic will offer “in-
centives” to students who meet 
their academic goals in the se-
mester. Ultrinsic enables stu-
dents to bid on the grade they 
will attempt to achieve during 
the semester.
“This will push you along, 
knowing that if you study an ex-
tra half hour you might get an-
other $1,000 or $2,500 [for the 
school year], you know you’ll 
put in the extra time,” company 
spokesman Elliot Schimel said.
The program debuted in Sep-
tember at the University of Penn-
sylvania and New York Univer-
sity and will be available at 35 
other schools, including UT this 
fall semester. 
Students send the company an 
official transcript from their last 
semester in school, and Ultrin-
sic calculates what an improved 
grade from the previous semes-
ter should be.
“[We] analyze their past 
grades and their GPA, and based 
on their GPA, we do an analysis 
on what their expected grade is,” 
said Jeremy Gelbart, president 
and founder of Ultrinsic.
The student can choose to 
place a bid on whether they will 
achieve the goal, and the compa-
ny supplements half of the bid. 
However, according to Aus-
tin attorney Buck Wood of Ray, 
Wood & Bonilla LLP, the program 
could have some legal issues.
“This has almost certainly 
got problems,” he said. “None 
of [the information] says any-
where how they’re going to han-
dle your money.”
Wood added that the program 
would not violate Texas Gam-
bling Law because it is not based 
entirely on chance but on prob-
ability and odds. It could, how-
ever, present problems if the 
 Editor’s note: For the story, the reporter participated in a live demonstration 
of UTPD’s K-9 Unit.
By Michelle Truong
Daily Texan Staff
Hours before President Barack Obama was scheduled to arrive on campus 
Monday, a suspicious package appeared in front of Gregory Gymnasium. Se-
curity around the city and the University stepped up for the president’s arriv-
al, and UT Police Department’s K-9 unit was no exception.
UTPD Sgt. Robert Stock said he and the K-9 unit responded to the call 
about the suspicious package at 5:15 a.m. 
“It totally looked like it could have been an explosive,” Stock said. “It 
was a big electrical transport case, just in the middle of nowhere. And we 
said, ‘Oh man, this just does not look good.’” Fortunately, the dogs’ highly 
By David Colby
Daily Texan Staff
The Harry Ransom Center 
has started a campaign to raise 
$30,000 for the restoration and 
preservation of five original cos-
tumes from the classic film “Gone 
With the Wind.”
The film, which earned 10 Acad-
emy Awards following its release in 
1939, has consistently been recog-
nized as one of the greatest Amer-
ican movies ever made. The Amer-
ican Film Institute has repeatedly 
ranked “Gone With the Wind” as 
one of the top 10 American films.
The five original costumes that 
the center is working to restore 
and display are part of the Da-
vid O. Selznick Collection, which 
the center has had in its posses-
sion since the 1980s. Selznick was 
a Hollywood producer who was 
active in the 1930s and ‘40s. 
“The dresses are as much a cul-
tural document as the script or 
storyboards. Costumes are not the 
same as clothing,” said Steve Wil-
son, curator of film at the center. 
“A costume is meant to contribute 
[to] and enhance the actor’s cre-
ation of character, so in the same 
way that we can tell a lot about 
someone’s personality through 
the way they dress, we can learn ‘‘
Calendar
Today in history
Inside
‘We’re all dying’
Carol Reed’s 1947 suspenseful 
crime drama “Odd Man Out” 
shows at the Paramount 
Theatre at 7 p.m. Tickets cost $9. 
‘The night’s a 
scene through 
cellophane’
Marmalakes, Three Leaf, Mont 
Lyons, MaryAnn and the Revival 
Band play at The Parish at 9 p.m. 
Tickets cost $7.
In 1883
The last quagga, a zebra 
with stripes that fade into a 
solid-colored coat similar in 
appearance to a horse’s, dies 
at the Artis Magistra zoo in 
Amsterdam.
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“The fact that 
the judges had 
no criticism only 
confirms who I am 
as a singer, as a 
performer and as a 
person.”
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Canine unit has nose for trouble Health care legislation 
leads to rise 
in state costs
Photos by Huay-Bing Law | Daily Texan Staff
Above, Sgt. Robert Stock and his canine partner Maatje operate the K-9 unit at UTPD. Stock started specializing in working with dogs six 
years ago because of the fresh and challenging approach. Below, Maatje, 8, has been trained to bite criminals on command.
Caleb Fox | Daily Texan Staff 
Jill Morena, collection assistant at the Harry Ransom Center, handles 
the wedding dress worn by Vivien Leigh in “Gone With The Wind.”
Site enables students 
to gamble on grades
Center seeks funds to mend
‘Gone With the Wind’ gowns
CANINE  continues on page 2 COST  continues on page 2
GRADE  continues on page 2GOWNS  continues on page 2
IDOL  continues on page 2
A bad trip
J.J. Pickle Research Campus, 
10100 Burnet Rd.
A UT staff member observed a 
non-UT subject scale a 10-foot 
fence and enter a restricted 
area. The subject became 
belligerent and uncooperative 
when stopped. During the 
investigation, the officers 
detected a very strong odor 
of alcohol on the subject’s 
breath and noted other signs of 
intoxication. The officer asked 
the subject if he knew where 
he was. The subject identified 
Pickle Research Campus as 
California and was impressed 
that he was, in fact, in Texas. The 
subject was taken into custody 
for Public Intoxication/Criminal 
Trespass and was transported 
to Central Booking. Occurred 
Saturday at 11:45 p.m.
Campus watch
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Thirsty Thursday beats the heat
with Austin’s best sangria
Kristen Campos 
was one of 
many UT 
students who 
tried out for the 
10th season of 
“American Idol” 
at the Frank 
Erwin Center 
on Wednesday. 
Peyton McGee
Daily Texan Staff
‘American Idol’ comes to Austin
UT student joins show auditions, 
sings for judges at Erwin Center 
for chance to win competition
UTPD dogs train to attack criminals, sniff out bomb threats on campus
 By Collin Eaton
Daily Texan Staff
Texas will likely add 2 million 
people to current Medicaid rolls in 
2014 after the federal health care re-
form law goes into effect, adding to 
the state’s medical care costs and a 
budget already under pressure, a 
UT System regent said Wednesday.
As Janiece Longoria, vice chair 
of the Board of Regents, opened a 
Health Affairs Committee meet-
ing, she said the increase in costs 
that will come from shrinking 
Texas’ 25 percent of uninsured 
residents down to 8 percent will 
force UT’s six health institutions 
to respond to increased demand 
and budget pressure.
“Of course, increased coverage 
means increased cost, and the state 
budget is already under some ex-
treme pressure,” Longoria said. 
Presidents of the system’s six 
health and science institutions 
spoke to the challenge Texas fac-
es as Kenneth Shine, the system’s 
executive vice chancellor of health 
affairs, started a line of question-
ing aimed at finding solutions.
Supply and demand
Larry Kaiser, president of the UT 
Health Science Center at Houston, 
said the country as a whole may fall 
short of demand for medical care in 
2014 by about 200,000 medical doc-
tor positions, partially because of 
the cap on postgraduate residency 
spots implemented in 1996. 
“So, that alone has caused the 
number of postgraduate train-
ees to remain stable,” Kaiser said. 
“Without an increase, we will be 
facing a significant shortage.”
Looking for adjunct physicians 
or nurses to provide primary med-
ical care is one way to curb the ef-
fects of the shortage, he said.
William Henrich, president 
of the UT Health Science Center 
ON THE WEB
West Campus fire 
A porch fire near campus 
causes the evacuation of an 
apartment complex at 25th 
and San Gabriel streets.
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CORRECTIONS
Because of an editing error, 
Wednesday’s page-one news story 
about a $26 billion education 
funding bill should have said the bill 
was passed Tuesday.
Because of a reporting error, 
Tuesday’s page-one news story 
about President Barack Obama’s 
speech should have labeled Rep. 
Dan Branch as a Republican.
Because of a reporting error, 
Monday’s page-one news story 
about Rian Carkhum misidentified 
the college that Carkhum attended 
as an undergraduate. She attended 
Central Michigan University.
at San Antonio, said if there is 
no increase in spots for training 
postgraduate medical students 
in Texas, the state will become an 
“exporter of physicians.” 
“An increase in the student 
bodies [at UT health institutions] 
without an increase [in medical 
training positions] mandates that 
our graduates will have to seek 
graduate training elsewhere,” 
Henrich said. “This is not good 
for Texas.”
Shine said there will need to be 
new methods of delivering medi-
cal care to keep costs manageable. 
 
Keeping patients out of the ER
David Callender, president of 
UT Medical Branch at Galveston, 
said high-risk populations — lo-
cations with the largest number 
of costly patients — are always 
centered around poor locations. 
“Much of the reform legislation 
is aimed at coverage — it’s not so 
much aimed at making the [med-
ical care] system operate efficient-
ly or [controlling] costs,” Callender 
said. “The principal role for us as 
health and science universities is to 
think about the continuum of care. 
[We need] to think about those 
transitions from outpatient care to 
inpatient care to outpatient care, 
and how we can use these large, 
integrated systems with various 
specialists, nurses [and] care man-
agers to make the process work as 
effectively as possible.”
UTMB has succeeded before 
in providing continual care while 
keeping costs low, so it is a possi-
ble gambit, he said. 
Shine told Callender that he 
was impressed that 62 percent of 
UTMB patients could control their 
diabetes after cost-controlled ses-
sions of certain treatments.
“It’s closer to 80 percent,” Cal-
lender said.
UTMB practices have shown 
amazing potential at keep-
ing patients out of emergen-
cy rooms and lowering the cost 
of long-term care, Shine said. 
 
Lacking an incentive
Last year, the UT MD Anderson 
Cancer Center in Houston lost $89 
million on Medicare costs, which 
ate up about 85 percent of the cen-
ter’s costs, said John Mendelsohn, 
president of the cancer center.
Mendelsohn said while it’s 
good that 1 million Houstonians 
will become insured in 2014, they 
will expect that when they go to 
the cancer center, their costs will 
be covered. 
“The bottom line is that we have 
to find out how to do this cheaper,” 
he said. “There’s no incentive and 
there’s no gain to try to become 
more efficient [or] for us to do pro-
cedures [necessary for research in 
efficiency] — we’re not going to 
get paid for our outcomes.”
 
The public’s perception
Kirk Calhoun, president of the 
UT Health Science Center at Ty-
ler, said he worries that the pub-
lic may come to believe that the 
health care reform law solved ev-
ery problem associated with pro-
viding medical care. 
Increasing costs of operations, 
regional variation, a large num-
ber of uninsured and undocu-
mented people in Texas and cuts 
to Medicare and Medicaid are 
problems that still face the state.
2A
The largest college media 
agency in the nation, Texas 
Student Media, is looking for a few 
business-minded college students to work 
as Media Sales Consultants HERE ON CAMPUS!
Do you think you have what it takes?
Find Out!
Email us and send your resume to:
jbcorbett@mail.utexas.edu
Or stop by the William Randolph Hearst Building
2500 Whitis Ave. – Rm. 3.210
A REAL WORLD JOB TO
JUMP-START A REAL WORLD CAREER.
a lot about a character’s per-
sonality and backstory through 
their costume.”
In addition to the five cos-
tumes, the center has about 
5,000 boxes of materials in the 
Selznick Collection, along with 
200 paintings, 2 million feet of 
film and 500,000 photographs. 
The original costumes, includ-
ing Scarlett O’Hara’s green-cur-
tain dress and wedding dress, 
are currently kept in storage at 
the center.
The money raised for the 
project will be used to restore 
the costumes and to purchase 
custom-built mannequins that 
will allow the Ransom Center 
to safely transport and display 
the garments. 
“We are planning on having 
a 75th-anniversary exhibition of 
‘Gone With the Wind’ in 2014, 
and so, we’d like to have all of 
the gowns in good shape for 
that exhibition,” said Jill More-
na, the center’s collection assis-
tant for costumes and person-
al effects. “To have these cos-
tumes in a state in which they 
can be viewed not just here at 
the Ransom Center but at ven-
ues around the world will be re-
ally spectacular.” 
trained noses did not deem the 
package to be a threat.
Formed as a protective mea-
sure after Sept. 11, UTPD’s K-9 
unit is composed of Stock, Of-
ficer Joseph Elliot and dogs 
Maatje and Spike. Stock joined 
UTPD in 2001 and became a ca-
nine handler because he enjoys 
the challenge of working with 
a dog and having to overcome 
communication barriers. Spike 
was added to the unit in Febru-
ary and is still working with El-
liot to develop a relationship.
“You have to work with the 
dog to build a bond, and some-
times it takes a while,” said 
Stock, who works with the ener-
getic 8-year-old Maatje, which is 
Dutch for “mate.”
The golden-brown-and-black 
Belgian Malinois dogs were pur-
chased for about $11,000 each 
with basic training and resemble 
German shepherds, but are tall-
er, faster and stronger. They re-
ceive ongoing training to detect 
explosives before large events 
such as football games and pa-
trol on campus and around 
town, including Sixth Street. 
When on duty, the dogs stay 
in the back of the UTPD K-9 
cruisers, specially designed ve-
hicles equipped with a monitor 
system called Hot Dog, which 
can turn on the air, roll down 
the window and alert the offi-
cers if it gets too hot.
To deploy Maatje from the 
cruiser, Stock only has to push 
a button on his belt for the door 
to swing open. Maatje jumps out 
of the car, drooling, panting and 
wagging his tail before obedient-
ly sitting with perked ears next to 
Stock to await orders — which 
can include biting criminals.
The dogs are trained to bite 
suspects on command in the 
arm, legs or whatever they can 
get to, but never the head or 
throat. “Bite work” is part of 
their weekly training, which 
Stock said helps the dogs learn 
and maintain discipline.
“Doing bite work is a huge 
drive for the dog,” Stock said. 
“It’s really hard for the dog 
to not get auditory exclusion, 
where he gets so hyped up it’s 
fun for him.”
In a demonstration of bite 
work, Stock showed partici-
pants just how strong and swift 
Maatje is. Decoy criminals serve 
as human chew toys by don-
ning a massive 50-pound pro-
tective canvas “bite suit.”
The suit is oppressive, bulky 
and smells like a dog pound. 
The stench of sweat is stun-
ning and stays on your skin for 
hours, but it’s a small price to 
pay for protection from a deter-
mined 90-pound animal.
Upon seeing his subject in the 
thick, black bite suit, Maatje be-
came extremely eager, whining 
as he restrained himself to wait 
for Stock’s order. Maatje became 
even more restless when Stock 
yelled “UT police, put your 
hands in the air!” because he 
knew what was coming next.
Hearing Stock’s command, 
Maatje bolted from his spot, 
sprinted and sprang up to bite 
his “criminal” in the arm, eas-
ily tackling and knocking me 
down a few feet backward. 
Maatje continued chewing the 
suit until Stock came over to 
pull him away, commanding 
the dog to stop.
“It’s a game for him. He’s not 
biting out of anger unless you 
hurt him,” Stock said. “It’s his 
job and he loves it.”
When off duty, the dogs go 
home with the officers, which 
helps build trust, crucial to their 
line of work. Maatje’s heft and 
strength is what is common-
ly displayed, but the dog has a 
gentle side, too.
“At first Maatje was kind of 
skittish, but loves [my 2-year-
old] kid now,” Stock said. 
“That makes it easy for a fami-
ly environment.”
UTPD’s K-9 unit has won 
several awards, including “Top 
Dog” for explosive detection and 
patrol work at competitions.
“I love doing this. I hope I can 
do it forever,” Stock said. “There’s 
a sense of accomplishment when 
your dog does well.”
company cannot show proof of 
a governmental agency ensuring 
that its calculations of the “odds” 
of getting a particular grade are 
done properly.
Although the program will be 
available to a number of other 
schools this semester, the com-
pany has to be selective about 
who can join. 
“They can’t open it up to ev-
eryone because they just don’t 
have the bandwidth yet,” Schimel 
said. “They’re hoping it will be-
come available to all colleges, 
similar to how Facebook started 
college by college.”
Gelbart said the inspiration to 
start the company came from an 
afternoon in college when he had 
an exam and was not feeling mo-
tivated enough to study. 
His friend said he would bet 
$100 that Gelbart would be un-
successful in the exam, which en-
couraged him to study. 
“We realized that if you put 
money on the line, it might en-
courage you to study,” he said.
Some student leaders see the 
program as putting a price on ac-
ademic performance, which de-
values it.
“It almost seems to me to 
cheapen the idea of an under-
graduate education,” said Chel-
sea Adler, president of the Senate 
of College Councils.
The program was created to 
encourage students who would 
otherwise not try to improve their 
grades to excel, but it is not limit-
ed to students with lower GPAs 
or a lack of motivation.
“If you’re already an A student, 
you can bet for an A or an A+,” 
Gelbart said. 
He added that students who 
are already highly motivated 
can also bid on grades for the 
entire semester, instead of just 
one class. 
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Canine: Dogs’ training 
stresses accurate biting
gowns: Fundraiser demonstrates 
UT ‘gives a damn’ about costumes
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Valley, will enter her senior year at 
UT in the fall as a speech language 
pathology major.
Campos is used to perform-
ing in front of judges and large 
crowds, having been crowned 
Miss Los Fresnos in 2006 and 
Miss Brownsville in August 2008. 
In September 2008, she won the 
title of Miss Texas Belleza Latina, 
a statewide pageant.
A natural performer, Campos 
has been singing since she was 
a toddler. Although she has nev-
er taken formal voice lessons, she 
has performed at numerous Aus-
tin Aztex games and at a collegiate 
basketball tournament on South 
Padre Island.
“God only gave you one voice, 
and you have to be confident in 
that voice,” Campos said. “If you 
lack the confidence or character to 
command an audience, you will be 
knocked out of the competition.”
Campos’ good friend Angela 
Espinosa, also a speech language 
pathology major at UT, sat be-
side Campos all night before audi-
tion day to support her friend, of 
whom she said she is very proud. 
“It’s exciting to see Kristen ex-
plore different adventures,” Es-
pinosa said. “People usually dis-
miss opportunities like this as im-
possible — and Kristen does not.”
By 5 a.m., 7,500 tryouts lined Red 
River Street waiting for their shot 
at “American Idol.” Albert Chang, 
a 24-year-old from New York City, 
flew to Austin after being eliminat-
ed in New Jersey on Aug. 2. Chang, 
who was born in Myanmar, kept 
his attempt at “American Idol” a 
secret from his family.
“I won’t be that upset if I don’t 
make it again,” Chang said. “I can 
always try out next season; I am an 
optimistic person.” 
Meanwhile, Campos was al-
lotted 15 seconds to perform. She 
chose to sing “Daughters” by 
John Mayer.
“When I performed, I had 
an inner confidence,” Campos 
said. “I never lost eye contact 
with the judges.”
While Campos did not make 
it through to the next round, the 
judges offered no criticism of her 
performance. 
Campos’ mother says this is 
a stepping stone for her daugh-
ter to grow as a person, and Cam-
pos agrees that this experience will 
help her in the long run. 
“The fact that the judges had no 
criticism only confirms who I am 
as a singer, as a performer and as a 
person,” Campos said.
From page 1
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idol: 7,500 tryouts vie for opportunity 
grade: Company selective about participants
Cost: Higher expense requires more efficiency 
Take a look; it’s in a book
Arushi Vignesh, 
3, acts out 
a children’s 
story at the 
Austin Public 
Library with 
her mother on 
Wednesday.
Ryan Smith 
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On Wednesday, we criticized Bill White’s de-
cision not to meet with President Barack Obama 
when he briefly visited the state Monday after-
noon. White shamefully avoided the leader of 
his party and country, seemingly only to avoid 
pictures and press associating him with the 
president. 
Another gubernatorial candidate, Gov. Rick 
Perry, was eager to meet with President Obama, 
publicly announcing, “I want to sit down with 
the president ... and share with him how to se-
cure the border, because that’s the issue that’s 
important.”
Both candidates got their wish. White was 
nowhere to be seen when a sitting president 
of his own party made a rare visit to the state 
White is campaigning to lead, and Perry met 
with Obama — for about a minute. As the pres-
ident walked from Air Force One to his motor-
cade, Perry offered a four-page letter request-
ing federal resources for border security, and 
then they parted ways. The end.
Perry, disappointed in the meeting’s brevi-
ty, told reporters, “What I’m surprised about is 
that we couldn’t find a time while he was in 
town to actually sit down and speak a little bit 
longer.” 
Why didn’t Perry and Obama meet longer? 
Both have nearly 25 million constituents in a 
state where border security is a tremendously 
important issue, so why couldn’t Obama find 
the time for a meeting?
There is no official explanation, but a safe bet 
would be that Obama didn’t want to.
Maybe the president wanted to spare Per-
ry the embarrassment of asking for federal re-
sources from “an administration hell-bent to-
ward taking American towards a socialist coun-
try,” as Perry said in 2009.
Or perhaps Obama knew he wouldn’t be able 
to keep a straight face as Perry admits he needs 
more federal involvement from a government 
he has called “oppressive ... in its size, its intru-
sion into the lives of its citizens and its interfer-
ence with the affairs of our state.”  
While there is no real way of knowing why 
the two leaders did not meet, we know that if 
Obama wanted to meet with Perry, he would 
have. Admittedly, though, Perry was up against 
pretty stiff competition, and the Longhorns 
rarely lose. 
Since Obama took office, Perry has success-
fully crafted a persona as a staunch defender 
of states’ rights against the intrusive federal 
government. 
Perry rejected federal stimulus aid because 
he said accepting it would empower an over-
reaching and ambitious government. He went 
to court to stop federal organizations such as 
the Environmental Protection Agency from 
threatening Texas’ sovereignty, and most re-
cently, he refused to commit to fully funding 
education because doing so would mean Con-
gress, not Texans, is setting our state budget, 
even though refusing to do so precludes Texas 
educators from millions in federal aid.
Monday’s events show how Perry’s career 
of faux-populist grandstanding results in real 
consequences. Ever since he adapted an ul-
tra-conservative tone in his primary campaign 
against the moderate Kay Bailey Hutchison, 
Perry has used every opportunity to disparage 
the Obama administration and impede its abil-
ity to help Texans, so it is no surprise Obama 
doesn’t want to dignify him with a presiden-
tial meeting.
While having a gubernatorial candidate who 
is too afraid to meet with the president is bad 
enough, it’s downright embarrassing that our 
sitting governor is so outrageous and inflam-
matory that the president won’t even meet 
with him.
— Douglas Luippold for the editorial board
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SUBMIT A FIRING LINE
Perhaps the government shouldn’t be respon-
sible for picking technological winners and los-
ers, as people often say. But the government is 
also not responsible for making sure there are 
no losers.
I have as many ribbons and prizes for partici-
pation rather than skill as the next kid who grew 
up in the 1990s. Was it nice to be told that partici-
pating is good? Yes. Was it also nice to know that 
my participation ribbon wasn’t preventing the 
actual winner from winning? Yes, especially on 
those rare occasions when I actually prevailed in 
a competitive event. 
Giving us all first-place ribbons would have 
devalued the honor of winning. Giving out both 
merit- and effort-based awards taught us simul-
taneously that winners should be specially recog-
nized and that there are no winners without com-
petition. The more competitors, the more spe-
cial the win. Knowing that we participants were 
valuable for providing a pool of people to com-
pete against was in itself encouragement to keep 
trying, to make sure the winners were actually 
the best and not just the people who happened 
to show up. 
I won a swim race once where everyone else 
forfeited or was disqualified — it was my only 
first-place ribbon, but it meant nothing. I was 
much prouder of the second-place ribbons I won 
in races with six competitors in the pool.
I wasn’t a power plant or industrial facility as 
a kid, and from the looks of it, I wouldn’t have 
learned the difference between merit and effort 
if I had been.
When we fund initiatives for renewable energy, 
create standards for air emissions and otherwise 
enact incentives and disincentives to get what we 
want and avoid what we don’t want as a coun-
try, we send a signal that some things are better 
than others for getting the job done. Say we enact 
a carbon tax: Coal-fired power plant, you, your 
state, your workers and your users aren’t bad or 
evil — but you didn’t win this round. You emit a 
lot of greenhouse gases, and that’s not what we 
want. We have to be willing to let that coal-fired 
power plant face higher costs, maybe even shut 
down, if we’re going to bother regulating in the 
first place.
Or, say we deploy demonstration projects for 
low-carbon power generation. If the government 
funds a wind farm, a solar farm, a wave-energy 
farm, a coal plant with carbon capture and a geo-
thermal plant, and the wave-energy facility turns 
out to be prohibitively expensive, we probably 
shouldn’t keep operating it.
The point is to foster competition that ultimate-
ly leads to a winner emerging. Regulators don’t 
need to pick winners and losers by only funding 
one type of new technology, but they do need to 
be ready to identify losers after everyone’s had a 
fair shot. It would be a way of saying, “Thanks 
for playing, guys — we wouldn’t know which 
option was best if you all didn’t show up. But af-
ter a fair trial under many conditions, we see that 
a few of you are better than the others, so we’ll 
fund those.”
That’s not picking winners. That’s allowing the 
winners to actually win rather than giving every-
one a first-place ribbon so that we don’t hurt any 
technology’s feelings.
Regulation cannot be effective if we continually 
rescue the facilities and technologies that regula-
tion tends to penalize. As the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency tightens standards for pollutants 
such as mercury, particulates and compounds 
that lead to acid rain, the argument is made over 
and over again that the new standards are inap-
propriate because they impose costs on existing 
facilities. Unfortunately, that’s the point — the fa-
cilities that contribute most to hazardous condi-
tions should be shut down. It’s not a judgment 
about the moral character of those who built the 
facilities or work there, and it’s true that shutting 
facilities down can be locally harmful to people 
in the short run. Instead of rescuing old facilities 
by grandfathering them in to new standards or 
providing tax credits and other incentives to keep 
them afloat — all of which undermine the goal 
and efficacy of the original standards — we could 
fund retraining programs for workers or invest in 
new industries for those areas.
The government is not responsible for picking 
winners and losers, but it is irresponsible if it re-
fuses to allow winners and losers to emerge.
Grubert is an energy and Earth resources graduate student.
In May, thousands of UT students graduat-
ed and entered the real world with “An Exalt-
ed Trust.” This commencement theme highlight-
ed the investment that the taxpayers of the state 
of Texas make in the future leaders of our state 
by providing students with a public institution 
of the first class. In return, we, as the educated 
youth of Texas, are meant to go on and improve 
Texas, the country and the world. 
On Monday, President Barack Obama spoke 
about this concept in his address on higher ed-
ucation. In his remarks, the president said that 
education is a “prerequisite for prosperity.” Very 
clearly, he noted that “countries that out-educate 
us today will out-compete us tomorrow.” If we 
are to remain competitive, we must be commit-
ted to higher education.
In the spring, the Texas governor’s office man-
dated a 5-percent budget reduction for all state 
entities. This 5-percent cut certainly was tough 
for the University, but University administra-
tors tried to limit the impact as much as possible 
so that no one college was significantly affected. 
However, the governor’s office is at it again, this 
time asking state agencies to prepare a 10-per-
cent reduction in their budgets. If this is formal-
ly mandated, no amount of reallocation, lay-
ing off of administrators or cutting of soft mon-
ey will keep the colleges from feeling the pain 
of a 10-percent reduction, and when colleges feel 
the pain, students feel the pain. According to UT 
Vice President and Chief Financial Officer Kev-
in Hegarty, the money given to us by the state’s 
general revenue fund, which would be affected 
by a 10-percent cut, “accounts for more than 30 
percent of funds for teaching and other core aca-
demic functions.”
Without question, times are tough. The main-
stream thinking during a recession is that every-
body needs to scale back and be thriftier. Howev-
er, the governor’s office is approaching the cut-
ting of state institutional budgets in the wrong 
way. This week’s cover story in The Economist 
titled “Leviathan Inc.” focuses on the problems 
with governments intervening in business to 
help stimulate the economy. Instead, the article 
argues that the better way for a government to 
spend its money is to “invest in the infrastruc-
ture that supports innovation,” such as educa-
tion. The governor’s office needs to start treating 
UT as more of an investment and less of a liabil-
ity. Of course, if we are going to consider UT an 
investment, we need to consider returns.
Nationwide, cities and towns that are home 
to universities have proven to attract higher-
than-average venture capital investment, a sign 
of economic growth and long-term potential for 
wealth. Austin is no exception to this trend. Al-
though it is only the fourth-largest city in Tex-
as, Austin is regularly first at bringing in ven-
ture capital money, beating out Houston, Dallas 
and San Antonio. Last quarter, Austin brought 
in $78.6 million, handily beating Dallas ($46.3 
million), Houston ($45.4 million) and San An-
tonio ($18.3 million). As a percentage of total 
venture capital money in Texas, Austin claimed 
more than 40 percent last quarter. Clearly, the 
private sector sees the University as a worthy 
investment.
With return on investment in University re-
search and education proven clear, cutting more 
of the UT budget seems imprudent. Instead, 
the governor’s office should consider investing 
more of the state budget in institutions like UT, 
which supports the innovation that is in such 
high demand. This innovation is what will make 
us competitive in the future and we cannot af-
ford to pass it up. As President Obama said on 
Monday, “Education is the economic issue of our 
time.” Now is the time to invest. 
Thorne-Thomsen is the president of the Liberal Arts Council.
Take off your liberal-colored goggles
In a clearly biased piece of “news” in 
Wednesday’s Texan, “Texas Democrats secure 
funding for school districts,” Mr. Nolan Hicks 
tries to promote a partisan agenda in lieu of 
reporting facts. The $26 billion “relief package” 
is nothing more than a bailout for Democratic 
pet constituencies and is funded by taking 
money away from the research and develop-
ment tax credit, a proven job creator. Surely 
Mr. Hicks is aware that Gov. Rick Perry can-
not agree to the stipulations that Rep. Lloyd 
Doggett calls for — namely, that Texas will 
not reduce the percentage of total revenues 
it spends on education at all in the next three 
years. In typical liberal fashion, politicians like 
Doggett attempt to promise constituents every-
thing and the moon to garner votes, with little 
to no regard for what is good policy — or con-
stitutional, in this matter. The state Legislature 
controls education funding in Texas, not the 
governor. Therefore Perry cannot bind future 
legislatures to any level of spending. Because 
Perry cannot give Doggett enough “assurance,” 
Texas is denied its share of the bill’s education 
funds. It is unsurprising that Democrats are try-
ing to shovel the blame over to Perry. However, 
Mr. Hicks owes it to readers of The Daily Texan 
to fact-check his own “reporting” and take off 
the liberal-colored goggles when he sits down 
to write an article. 
— Melanie Schwartz
President, College Republicans at Texas
History junior
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“A Million Little Pieces” author 
James Frey made headlines a few 
years ago for falsifying portions 
of his memoir, a scandal that cul-
minated in a public confronta-
tion with Oprah Winfrey. How-
ever, the publishing industry has 
seen its fair share of this type of 
literary scandal. In “The Thieves 
of Manhattan,” author Adam 
Langer pokes fun at this history 
and the changing landscape of 
the publishing industry. 
“The Thieves of Manhattan” 
satirizes the current trend of pub-
lishing books written by politi-
cians and celebrities famous for 
anything but their writing and 
storytelling skills. Langer, a for-
mer editor of the now-defunct 
Book Magazine and author of 
three other novels, focuses his 
novel on the Frey-like experience 
of aspiring writer Ian. 
Ian embodied the aspiring-
writer stereotype: living in New 
York City, working at a coffee 
shop and receiving rejection let-
ters from each publishing house 
he sent his work to. But after 
meeting Jed, a jaded former edi-
tor, Ian finds himself in the midst 
of a literary scam when the two 
bond over their hatred for Blade 
Markham, a thug-turned-best-
selling-author whose memoir, Ian 
and Jed believe, is full of lies. 
Filled with jealousy, Jed con-
vinces Ian to pass off a fiction-
al novel as his memoir and, once 
the book becomes a hit, to reveal 
that they lied to embarrass the 
publishing industry and gain no-
toriety. But, of course, not every-
thing goes according to plan.
“The Thieves of Manhattan” is 
full of literary references and paints 
a comedic, and at times bleak, por-
trait of the publishing world. But 
I’m uncertain of its mass appeal to 
people who aren’t literary agents 
or aspiring writers.  
Langer uses his own vocabu-
lary, substituting words such as 
“money” for “daisies,” which is 
a reference to F. Scott Fitzgerald’s 
“The Great Gatsby.” Although he 
does provide a glossary of terms 
in the back of the book, it’s an-
noying to have to stop reading 
to look up Langer’s version of a 
simple noun or verb. This aspect 
of the novel detracts from the en-
joyment of reading and can be 
confusing to many people who 
may not have read as many of the 
classics as Langer makes readers 
aware that he has.
Overall, I’d say that “The 
Thieves of Manhattan” is a sol-
id satire for industry types, but 
to the average reader uninterest-
ed in the underhanded aspects of 
the publishing industry, this book 
lacks charm.
Grade: B
Life&Arts Life&Arts Editor: Mary LingwallE-mail: dailytexan@gmail.comPhone: (512) 232-2209www.dailytexanonline.com
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11th Street Station Restaurant 
& Bar opened just two weeks 
ago, but by the look of the lunch 
crowd, it could have been in busi-
ness for years. The restaurant is 
doing a great job at helping East 
Austin hit its soul-food quota. 
There is more to the 11th Street 
Station than the soul food — the 
ambiance also suggests a down-
home vibe. The warm colors of 
the walls are complemented by 
paintings dedicated to the soul 
culture, including one of blues 
singer Etta James.
There won’t be much debate 
over what to order because the 
menu is filled with classics such as 
fried catfish, warm and fluffy corn 
bread and chicken and waffles. 
Catfish may be its specialty, but 
11th Street Station also offers fried 
chicken, sausage and burgers.
It’s always nice to see food 
that comes to you looking almost 
too good to eat. Even if the tila-
pia were to taste terrible, at least 
it looked fantastic on the plate. 
Luckily, at 11th Street Station, the 
tilapia is just as good to eat as it 
is to look at.
The blackened tilapia is an ex-
quisite pairing of flavors. The fish 
isn’t too fishy and the spices aren’t 
too spicy. Nothing about the dish 
is overpowering, which is a sur-
prising delight when ordering a 
heavily seasoned cut of fish. 
The broccoli salad was a great 
addition to the tilapia. It was ba-
sically an amped-up potato salad 
that featured small pieces of raw 
broccoli. The broccoli was com-
plemented well by the onions 
and dressing in the salad. The 
restaurant also serves traditional 
sides such as macaroni or fries.
One of the selling points of the 
restaurant is its ability to serve 
soul food that isn’t too greasy 
but still maintains a powerful fla-
vor — for example, the chicken 
wings are both light and tasty. 
This is a great place to go to if 
divinely delicious food is all that 
will satisfy your palate and your 
wallet doesn’t mind losing an ex-
tra dollar or two.
By Neha Aziz
Daily Texan Staff
From the ashes of the band Clap 
Clap emerges a new band called 
Love at 20. Austinites Mike Groen-
er, Louis Lemuz, Mark Toohey, 
Amber Zook and Scott Clapsaddle 
make up the group of pop rockers.
In the band’s debut LP, Time to 
Begin, Love at 20 front man Groen-
er explains the highs and lows of 
being a local musician. 
“Musicians today are really 
lucky,” Groener said. “There are 
limited barriers to entering the on-
line music market, and any artist 
can get their material on iTunes. 
So essentially, the process after re-
cording was to get great artwork, 
then find an online aggregator to 
submit to as many online retail-
ers as possible. I’ve considered 
in-store distribution as well, but 
MP3s are greener and have less 
waste. It was safe to say Pando-
ra was my main objective. It was 
a complicated process actually, but 
was worth it.”
Though Groener had a plan in 
mind to gain popularity, he found it 
difficult to find listeners who were 
interested in his band’s genre. 
“However, I did have a prob-
lem getting people to listen to the 
record. It is a straightforward re-
cord, so to some, I felt it may have 
been a big stretch to go from indie 
dance to pop rock,” Groener said. 
“I would consider that the biggest 
challenge. There is a whole niche 
of pop music that is essentially ne-
glected by grassroots media. Since 
we are on the cusp of that heavi-
ly covered genre, we just make it 
in. But for other more rock bands, 
they can’t get the time of day.”
Love at 20 describes its style as 
a combination of ‘90s Brit rock and 
modern indie rock.
“A lot of people refuse to follow 
a pop structure or stay within the 
confines of writing a hook-and-
verse melody,” Groener said. “In 
that respect, I would say the style is 
pop-centered with rock guitar sup-
port. It reminds me of U2, Muse, 
Catherine Wheel and Depeche 
Mode at times — all of which I hear 
because they influence me, but to 
other people it may be a complete-
ly different set of bands.”
Even though Love at 20 does 
not have much touring experience, 
the ambitious band has high hopes 
about what its future entails.
“My goals are to record a few 
double A-side singles, and play 
some afterparties for Austin City 
Limits and Fun Fun Fun Fest. 
Long term, and if my fate will 
have it, perform an ACL show,” 
Groener said. “That’s actually 
one of my dreams; I can make it 
happen if I focus. It may just take 
some time.”
Beat the Texas heat with sangria
Kiersten Marian | Daily Texan Staff
House Pizzeria on Airport Boulevard offers a refreshing twist on traditional sangria by using white wine instead of red wine. The sangria is then 
topped off with orange and apple slices and is served by the pitcher. 
Local establishments offer variations on fruit-infused wine beverage
WHAT: 11th Street Station 
Restaurant & Bar
WHERE: 1050 E. 11th St., Ste. 
100
HouRs: Monday-Thursday, 
11 a.m.-10 p.m.; Friday and 
Saturday, 11 a.m.-midnight; 
Sunday, 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
WHAT To gET: Blackened 
tilapia and broccoli salad
WHAT: Love at 20 with 
Freshmillions and Superlitebike
WHERE: The Parish, 214-C E. 
Sixth St.
WHEn: Saturday at 9 p.m.
HoW MucH: $7
REsTAuRAnT REviEW
11th street station restaurant & bar
booK REviEW
the thieves of manhattan
EvEnT pREviEW
love at 20
August in Texas can be defined 
by a few things: trips to the river, 
anxiety about upcoming fall class-
es and, of course, 100-degree tem-
peratures in the shade. To com-
bat the onslaught of late sum-
mer heat and worries over start-
ing that dreaded statistics course, 
sangria can be the easiest way to 
chill out. Made famous here in the 
Lone Star State because of its role 
in Jerry Jeff Walker’s drinking an-
them “Sangria Wine,” sangria is 
kind of like a liquor gazpacho — 
you can make it with almost any-
thing. Walker likes to use the age-
old recipe of wine, apples, brandy, 
sugar, lemons and limes, and “in 
Texas on a Saturday night, Ever-
clear gets added to the wine some-
times,” as Walker says in the song. 
But if you’re not quite ready to 
test your liver with Walker’s clas-
sic recipe, you might want to start 
with some of the delicious and 
less potent sangria at almost any 
drinking hole here in Austin. 
Spider House Cafe
This is a favorite campus hang-
out and a great place for a cup of 
coffee. Spider House also has an 
array of alcoholic drinks, includ-
ing its famous sangria. The reci-
pe is a perfect combination of red 
wine and carbonated soda. Add-
ed to the mix is ice, blueberries, 
peaches and strawberries. 
Spider House’s blend is refresh-
ing and smooth without being 
overwhelmingly sweet. On a hot 
summer night, sangria is the per-
fect beverage to enjoy on Spider 
House’s large and eclectic patio. 
The cafe serves its sangria in 
glass pitchers, or carafes. A full ca-
rafe will serve three people while 
half a carafe is good for one or two 
drinkers. 
WHERE: 2908 Fruth St.
HouRs: 7-2 a.m. daily
on THE WEb: spiderhousecafe.com
El Chilito
A taco stand on Manor Road 
seems like an unlikely place to find 
sangria. However, the taco joint of-
fers delicious frozen sangria for 
dirt cheap. With strong flavors of 
cinnamon and tart red wine, El 
Chilito’s sangria pairs well with its 
selection of spicy tacos. 
WHERE: 2219 Manor Rd.
HouRs: Monday-Friday, 7 a.m.-
10 p.m.; Saturday, 8 a.m.-10 p.m.; 
Sunday, 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
on THE WEb: elchilito.com/home
House Pizzeria
Located near 51st Street and 
Airport Boulevard, House Pizze-
ria offers a variation on the classic 
red sangria by offering a white-
wine alternative. Served by the 
pitcher, the beverage is made with 
Black Box white wine and topped 
off with orange and green-apple 
slices. By using white instead of 
red wine, House Pizzeria’s san-
gria is lighter and brings out the 
flavor of the fruit better. The serv-
ing size also makes it a great and 
affordable choice to share with 
friends. 
WHERE: 5111 Airport Blvd.
HouRs: Tuesday-Sunday, 11 a.m.-
10 p.m.; closed Monday
on THE WEb: housepizzeria.com
THIRSTY  
THURSDAY
By Kiersten Marian 
& Mary Lingwall
Satiric look at publishing 
offers high-brow humor
Pop band mixes ’90s Brit, modern indie rock
East Austin restaurant 
gives soul food its spirit
courtesy of Love at 20
Pop-rock band Love at 20 will play with Freshmillions and Superlitebike 
at The Parish on Saturday.
By Maria Sudekum Fisher
The Associated Press
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — The 
comic strip “Cathy,” which has 
chronicled the life, frustrations and 
swimsuit-season meltdowns of its 
namesake for more than 30 years, 
is coming to an end.
Cathy Guisewite, the strip’s cre-
ator, said Wednesday that deciding 
to end the comic strip was “excru-
ciating.” The comic has won sev-
eral awards, including a 1992 Na-
tional Cartoonists Society’s Reuben 
Award and an Emmy Award for 
Outstanding Animated Program 
in 1987, and at its height appeared 
in 1,400 papers.
“It’s just been really unbeliev-
ably agonizing to make the de-
cision,” Guisewite said in a tele-
phone interview from her home 
in the Los Angeles area. “The strip 
has not only been the most aston-
ishing form of therapy for 34 years, 
but doing a daily comic strip for 
the newspaper set a certain rhythm 
for my life.”
The final “Cathy” strip will run 
in newspapers on Sunday, Oct. 3.
Guisewite, 59, said she chose 
to end the largely autobiographi-
cal comic strip because she want-
ed more time with her 18-year-old 
daughter and her parents and be-
cause “other personal deadlines 
started becoming more pressing 
for me than the newspaper ones.”
She said her “creative biological 
clock” was also urging her to try 
something else, although she isn’t 
sure what that will be.
The best part about writing the 
comic, “besides the personal ther-
apy,” she said, was how she was 
able to connect with women.
“It was just such a privilege to be 
able to be that voice for women,” 
she said.
The comic strip also provided 
her with a great vehicle to vent, 
she said.
“You can go bathing suit shop-
ping and come home and ... get 
back at the swimwear industry,” 
Guisewite said.
‘Cathy’ creator says ‘Ack!’ heard ’round the world
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VEHICLES FOR SALE
010 Misc. Autos
Honda Cbr 
954
Fireblade 2002 White 
and blue. 19,000 miles. 
11 months mot. 4 months 
tax. 2 new tyres White 
powder coated wheels 
Blue flame evo exhaust. 
Seat cowl. Hugger. Pow-
erbronze screen. Tail tidy. 
HPI clear Many more ex-
tras. Runs perfectly. First 
to see will buy for $2500 
for more contact at 
james.adam600@gmail.
com                 x ID 2962889
HOUSING RENTAL
360 Furn. Apts.
THE PErFECT 
LoCaTIonS!
Five minutes to campus, 
pool, shuttle and Metro, 
shopping, parking, gat-
ed patio, summer rates 
available.
Century Plaza Apts. 4210 
Red River (512)452.4366
Park Plaza and Park Court 
Apts. 915 & 923 E. 41st 
St. (512)452.6518
V. I. P. Apts. 101 E. 
33rd St. (512)476.0363 
apartmentsinaustin.net
noW  
LEaSIng In 
WEST CamPuS
Studios and 1 bedrooms 
available for Summer or 
Fall move-in. Starting at 
$650!!! Most bills paid!
Diplomat Apts located at 
1911 San Gabriel
Barranca Square Apts 
located at 910 W. 26th 
Office hours M-F 8:30-
5:00. Please visit us at 
www.wsgaustin.com, 
call 512.499.8013 or email 
wsgaustin@yahoo.com
norTH oF uT
Central Properties offers 
furnished efficiencies, 
1/1s, 2/1s, and 2/2s at 
several locations. Gas, 
water, trash paid at all 
locations; electric also at 
some. Email manager_
greg@wans.net or call 
512-458-4511.
SuPEr-LargE 
onE  
bEdroom
Big enough for two, 
pool, shuttle, 5 min. from 
campus. VIP Apartments 
101 E. 33rd St. 476-0363 
apartmentsinaustin.net
$625 aLL 
bILLS PaId
Studio. Clean! Walk to 
school, 30th & Speed-
way. FREE Laundry & 
Internet. Call 7 days until 
dark. TexCen Realty 650-
8116
370 Unf. Apts.
noW LEaSIng 
In norTH 
CamPuS
Studios, 1 & 2 bedrooms 
available for Immediate 
or Fall move-in. Starting 
at $650!!! Most bills paid! 
Le Marquee Apts lo-
cated at 302 W. 38th St 
Monticello Apts lo-
cated at 306 W. 38th St 
Melroy Apts located 
at 3408 Speedway 
Office hours M-F 8:30-
5:00. Please visit us at 
www.wsgaustin.com, 
call 512.499.8013 or email 
wsgaustin@yahoo.com
dEEn KEETon 
/rEd rIVEr
Spacious 2BR/2BA Apts. 
On-site laundry. FREE 
Cable, internet, parking. 
Quiet, Non-Smoking, 
No-Pets, 2900 Swisher. 
$1150/month. 512-477-
3388 goakapartments@
gmail.com
$625 aLL 
bILLS PaId
Studio $625. 2 Bdrm 
$850. 30th & Speedway! 
Clean! FREE Internet & 
Laundry! TexCen Realty 
Open 7 days until dark 
512-650-8116
400 Condos-Townhouses
Condo For 
rEnT 5 mIn 
From uT
2bed/2bath condo, at-
tached garage, addi-
tional parking, Washer/
Dryer, pool. $1,000 per 
month 970-988-4557
420 Unf. Houses
3-2  
TarrYToWn 
~1400SF
HOUSE 4 LEASE, W/D, 
YARD, WINDSOR AND 
WINSTED $2000/MO W/ 
$1000 DEP 832-875-6896
 x ID 2943559
TarrYToWn 
CoTTagE
2BR+study, Casis School, 
Lake Austin Blvd. Din-
ning & boating, Muny 
golf. $1,895/mo. 512-929-
3940
500 Parking Space Rental
goT  
ParKIng?
Assigned Garage Park-
ing Available!
THE CASTILIAN RESI-
DENCE HALL
Across the street from 
UT!
2323 San Antonio St.
www.thecastilian.com
(512) 478-9811 (ask for 
Madison)
SPACES ARE LIMITED 
AND GOING FAST!
ANNOUNCEMENTS
560 Public Notice
aTTEnTIon 
VETEranS
If you are a veteran who 
was denied a waiver of 
tuition under the Texas 
Hazlewood Act at a public 
technical school, junior 
college, community col-
lege or university in Texas 
and you were not a Texas 
resident at the time you 
entered the service, you 
may or may not be en-
titled to a refund of all or 
some of the tuition paid.
Please contact Jason 
Sharp or Jerri Hardaway 
at (713-752-0017 or toll-
free at 877-752-2477. We 
are with the law firm of 
Schwartz, Junell, Green-
berg & Oathout, LLP, 
with its principal office 
located at 909 Fannin, 
Suite 2700, Houston, 
Texas 77010-1028.
EMPLOYMENT
766 Recruitment
TELEnET-
WorK IS  
CurrEnTLY
seeking qualified ap-
plicants to work in our 
Austin or San Marcos 
Call Center who are able 
to provide excellent 
customer service and 
technical support to end 
users all over the US. We 
offer paid training, flex-
ible scheduling, FT ben-
efits, and a relaxed at-
mosphere. Apply online 
today at telenetwork.
com/careers.html
790 Part Time
barTEndIng! 
$300/daY  
PoTEnTIaL
No experience neces-
sary. Training provided. 
Age 18+. 800-965-6520 
ext 113
Fun Job, 
grEaT PaY!
Mad Science needs 
animated instructors to 
conduct entertaining 
hands-on, after-school 
programs and/or chil-
dren’s birthday parties. 
Must have dependable 
car and prior experience 
working with groups of 
elementary age children. 
We provide the training 
and equipment. If you 
enjoy working with chil-
dren and are looking to 
work only a few hours 
per week, this is the job 
for you! Pay: $25 - $35 
per 1 hr. class. Call 892-
1143 or website at www.
madscienceaustin.com
ParT TImE 
WorK 500 
PEr monTH
Seeking a personal as-
sistant for running er-
rands, delivering lunch, 
and doing some small 
grocery shopping. I am 
very close to campus so 
you would not need to 
travel far. Qualifications: 
Have your own reliable 
transportation, Be in col-
lege with some ambition, 
and must be trustworthy. 
Call me for an interview. 
512-947-2855
ParT TImE 
aSSISTanT
Optometry/Optical Clin-
ic; bilingual a plus. Fax 
resume 444-7489 or call 
512-444-7200
800 General Help Wanted
TEaCHEr 
aIdE I
TX School f/t Blind & 
Visually Impaired is cur-
rently accepting applica-
tions for a Teacher Aide 
I. Full-time, M-F,7:15am-
3:45pm., $1,971 per 
month. Pleasant work-
ing environment w/
state benefits & school 
holidays. State of Texas 
application required. 
1100 W 45th St; 206-
9129, fax:206-9403. Call 
or visit us on the web for 
more details www.tsbvi.
edu/hr EO
790 Part Time360 Furn. Apts.
CLASSIFIEDS
ADVERTISING TERMS There are no refunds or credits. In the event of errors made in advertisement, notice 
must be given by 10 am the fi rst day of publication, as the publishers are responsible for only ONE incorrect 
insertion. In consideration of The Daily Texan’s acceptance of advertising copy for publication, the agency 
and the advertiser will indemnify and save harmless, Texas Student Media and its offi cers, employees and 
agents against all loss, liability, damage and expense of whatsoever nature arising out of the copying, print-
ing or publishing of its advertisement including without limitation reasonable attorney’s fees resulting from 
claims of suits for libel, violation of right of privacy, plagiarism and copyright and trademark infringement. 
All ad copy  must be approved by the newspaper which reserves the right to request changes, reject or 
properly classify an ad. The advertiser, and not the newspaper, is responsible for the truthful content of the 
ad. Advertising is also subject to credit approval.
       Self-serve, 24/7 on the Web at www.DailyTexanOnline.com
THE DAILY TEXAN
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UNS
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 ads 
only
870 Medical 
Classifiedsday, month day, 2008 3B
1
EFF. & 1-2-3-4-BDRMS
Now Preleasing!
Starting at $199 per RM.
Point South 
& Bridge Hollow 444-7536
• Gated 
Community
• Student Oriented
• On UT Shuttle 
Route
• Microwaves
• Sand & Water 
Volleyball
• Vaulted Lofts w/
Ceiling Fans
• 6 Min. to Down-
town & Campus
• Free DVD Library
• Spacious Floor 
Plans & Walk-in 
Closets
• 2 Pools w/
Sundecks
1910 Willow Creek - Models Available
AUSTIN 
APART. 
ASSOC. 
PROPERTY 
OF THE 
YEAR!
Pointsouthbridgehollow.com
Donors average $150 per specimen.
Apply on-line
www.123Donate.com
Seeks College-Educated Men
18–39 to Participate in a
Six-Month Donor Program
370 Unf. Apts.370 Unf. Apts.
All Transportation, Announcement, Services 
& Merchandise ads are 50%off regular rates 
and appear online at no charge unless you opt 
for enhancements which will incur additional 
nominal charges. 
For more information or assistance please call 
Classified Clerk at 512-471-5244 
or email classifieds@dailytexanonline.com
keep an eye out for the
every week!
super 
tuesday 
COUPONS
clip and save!
RECYCLE
RECYCLE
RemembeR!you saw it  
in the Texan
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Erica 
Campanelli 
passes the 
ball during 
Texas’ 4-0 loss 
to Washington 
State last year 
at Mike A. 
Myers Track 
and Soccer 
Stadium.
Peter Franklin
Daily Texan file 
photo
Sister inspired writer to pursue sports journalism Texas women selected
to finish fifth in league 
OKLAHOMA NEBRASKA
Sooners, Cornhuskers hope quarterbacks step up
BIG 12 FOOTBALL PREVIEW
Landry Jones 
hands the ball 
off to running 
back Chris 
Brown during 
Oklahoma’s 
16-13 loss to 
Texas last year.
Stephen Keller
Daily Texan file photo
By Chris Tavarez
Daily Texan Staff
One hit is all it takes.
In Sam Bradford’s case, it takes two, with each 
hit separated by five games.
After the hit Bradford took from Texas cor-
nerback Aaron Williams in the Red River Rival-
ry, Bradford’s season was done. And with it went 
Oklahoma’s perennially lofty expectations of a Big 
12 Championship and a BCS bowl.
But from the ashes rises the phoenix. 
If the ashes represent last year’s season, then Lan-
dry Jones will be Oklahoma’s phoenix this year. 
While he was thrown into the season unexpected-
ly and made some of the foolish mistakes to prove it 
(five interceptions against Nebraska with no touch-
downs), there were flashes of brilliance in his first 
go-round as a starter (418 yards and three touch-
downs in the bowl game against Stanford). Jones 
showed the growth that every coach and fan wants 
to see out of a first-time starter coming back for an-
other season, which has Sooner fans excited.
The return of All-Big 12 second-team running 
back DeMarco Murray only adds to the always-le-
thal Oklahoma offense. The only question with him 
is whether he can produce when he faces an elite de-
fense. Against both Nebraska and Texas last year, he 
was only able to gain a total 44 yards on 19 carries.
But for any good offense to be successful, the 
big men up front must win the fight on every 
down. During last year’s Big 12 media days, head 
coach Bob Stoops called out his O-line for under-
performing as a whole with so much expected of 
them. Turns out he was right, at least with regard 
to the lack of production and the loss of Bradford 
last year. Now, though, Stoops is singing a differ-
ent tune. At this year’s media days, Stoops hailed 
his offensive line for its work ethic and how it com-
peted against the Sooners’ stacked defensive line — 
quite a difference from his take on the group before 
last season.
The Big 12 media have picked Oklahoma as 
the preseason favorite to win the South over Tex-
as, but in the preseason USA Today coach’s poll, 
the Sooners are picked eighth, behind Texas’ No. 
4 ranking. 
By Jon Parrett
Daily Texan Staff
Nebraska is set to bolt to the Big Ten at sea-
son’s end but still has a chance to leave a last-
ing impression on its soon-to-be-former con-
ference. After a few seconds and a Hunter 
Lawrence field goal kept Nebraska from win-
ning its first Big 12 title since 1999, the Corn-
huskers enter the season as the unanimous 
preseason favorite to win the North division 
and return to the Big 12 championship game. 
Center Mike Caputo is the lone new face on 
an offense that returns 10 starters, including 
senior wide receiver Niles Paul. Paul is com-
ing off a year where he had 40 receptions for 
796 yards and four touchdowns, and he begins 
this season on the Biletnikoff watch list for the 
nation’s top receiver.
Quarterback Zac Lee returns for his senior 
season but sat out the spring to mend a torn 
tendon in his throwing elbow, which should 
be at full strength by the start of the season. 
Nebraska must improve on its passing of-
fense, ranked 11th in the conference last sea-
son. Sophomore quarterback Cody Green 
should see some snaps in the wildcat forma-
tion this year, as he saw action in nine games 
a year ago and started in two. Running back 
Roy Helu Jr. returns as the Cornhuskers’ lead-
ing rusher and will be a focal point of the of-
fense once again.
Junior defensive tackle Jared Crick tied for the 
title of Big 12 preseason Defensive Player of the 
Year, and anchors a defensive line that must re-
place Heisman Trophy finalist Ndamukong Suh, 
the second pick in April’s NFL draft. Crick will 
no longer be the benefactor of Suh’s double-
teams, but he is not alone. Defensive end Pierre 
Allen recorded 51 tackles and five sacks last year 
and should help Crick and the rest of the defense, 
which led the nation in scoring at 10.4 points per 
game last season, putting pressure on opposing 
quarterbacks. Cornerback Prince Amukamara 
will look to build on the five interceptions he tal-
lied a year ago and was a main reason why 10 
of Nebraska’s 14 opponents last season failed to 
complete more than 50 percent of their passes.
By Chris Tavarez
Daily Texan Columnist
I was lying on the couch, sun-
burned and exhausted.
My skin was red, I was emotion-
ally drained and I had those damn 
raccoon eyes that you get when you 
wear your sunglasses while the rest 
of your body bakes in the sun.
But as dead as I was, I was 10 
times more excited and jacked about 
the rest of the season.
It was Oct. 11, 2008, the day of 
the infamous 45-35 win over Okla-
homa, but more importantly to me, 
it was the day I figured out what I 
wanted to do for the rest of my life.
As I was on the couch in my sis-
ter’s Plano apartment trying to re-
cover enough to go out and celebrate 
Texas’ win in Dallas, I couldn’t stop 
talking about how great the win was 
and how well Texas had played.
In fact — here’s another big sur-
prise — I think I talked so much I 
annoyed my oldest sister to the 
point that she would have said any-
thing to get me to stop talking.
“Why don’t you do this for liv-
ing?” Ester Maria asked me.
“Do what?” I asked.
“Talk about sports. I’ve never 
seen you talk so passionately about 
anything else before,” she said.
My sister’s plan to shut me up 
worked. I fell silent. The hamster in 
my head started spinning its wheel. 
I sat there in the dark living room 
thinking about my future.
On the drive home the next day I 
called up my best friend Ross — his 
brother Adam was a sports anchor 
in Waco — to see if I could talk to 
him about trying to get in the busi-
ness. Adam’s first piece of advice: 
Write for the school paper.
An e-mail, a meeting, a phone 
call and a story about the Texas Bass 
Fishing Club later, I was an issue 
staffer for The Daily Texan.
My experience with the Texan 
over the past year and a half will be 
how I define my college career. My 
time in the basement, at Hole in the 
Wall (even when I’m working, like 
Wednesday night with Claire, Riesy 
and a group of other staffers), in the 
bowels of the Rose Bowl and Cow-
boys Stadium, on the kickball field 
and on the intramural softball fields 
will be how I define my college ca-
reer. And all of those moments were 
shared with my Texan colleagues.
Most kids have to suffer through 
the transition from high school 
to college. While mine wasn’t the 
roughest by any means, it wasn’t 
the smoothest, either. If it hadn’t 
been for the Texan, my time at Tex-
as wouldn’t have been nearly as en-
joyable. The friends I made and the 
time I spent with the Texan kids 
will hands down be the best time of 
my college career. For that, I thank 
everyone I’ve had the pleasure of 
working with.
Austin, getting to cover baseball 
with you was the best part of my 
time at the Texan. Just from reading 
your work and having you help me 
write my gamers, I became such a 
better writer. But more importantly, 
you became one of my best friends. 
Cap’n Blake, you helped me feel 
what it’s like to win again. Even if 
I can win an intramural champion-
ship shirt, I will never wear it with 
as much pride as I do my Turkish 
Men jersey. You helped make this 
past spring the best semester of my 
college career, and I doubt I’ll be 
able to top it this year. Pop.
Sherf-a-Lerf, you took such good 
care of me. When you complimented 
me on my Chance Ruffin feature again 
the day it ran — even after editing it 
and complimenting me the night be-
fore — it was one of the points in my 
career where I felt validated as a writ-
er. Getting your approval meant a ton 
to me. You’re all I want.
DRH, my first sports editor. I was 
so afraid of you that even when you 
edited my Texas Relays story to add 
in your own classic DRH twist, I 
couldn’t say no. Thanks for giving 
me this opportunity and guiding 
me through my first semester at the 
Texan. Stop telling my secrets.
Godwin, you were my first 
bud at the paper. Make me proud 
with football.
Dan, thanks for putting up 
with me this semester. God speed 
in the fall.
Caleb Bryant Miller | Daily Texan file photo
Zac Lee looks to hand the ball off during Nebraska’s 
13-12 loss to Texas in the Big 12 Championship.
Bruno Morlan | Daily Texan file photo 
Chris Tavarez finds his way into the background of Texan photographers’ photos and achieved his ultimate 
goal when he “photobombed” an Austin American-Statesman photo on Colt McCoy’s Pro Day.
By Chris Tavarez
Daily Texan Staff
The release of the preseason 
polls and the start of exhibi-
tion games mean soccer’s ar-
rival is just days away.
On Wednesday, the Big 12 
released its preseason poll, 
as determined by the coach-
es who aren’t allowed to vote 
for their own team or play-
ers. Texas was selected to fin-
ish fifth in the 11-team con-
ference. Last year, Texas fin-
ished the season with a 9-9-
3 record and finished sixth 
in the conference. The Long-
horns would go on to win 
their first game of the Big 12 
tournament 1-0 over Colora-
do in double overtime. Texas 
would fall rival Texas A&M 
for the second time in three 
matches in the semifinals and 
miss the NCAA tournament. 
Texas A&M was selected as 
the favorite to win the league.
The Longhorns’ lone rep-
resentative on the All-Big 12 
Conference team was senior 
defender and 2010 captain Er-
ica Campanelli, who is receiv-
ing the honor for the second 
straight year.
Last year, Campanelli start-
ed all 21 matches and played in 
every minute of every match.
Texas will play LSU on Sat-
urday in an exhibition match at 
Mike A. Myers Track and Soccer 
Stadium. Kickoff is set for 7 p.m.
The regular season opens 
Aug. 20 against NC State in 
Raleigh, N.C.
SOCCER
       2010 schedule
Sept. 4  Western Kentucky
Sept. 11  Idaho
Sept. 18  @ Washington
Sept. 25  South Dakota State
Oct. 7  @ Kansas State
Oct. 16  Texas
Oct. 23  @ Oklahoma State
Oct. 30  Missouri
Nov. 6  @ Iowa State
Nov. 13  Kansas
Nov. 20  @ Texas A&M
Nov. 26  Colorado
Coach: Bo Pelini (19-8 in three 
seasons)
2009 record: 10-4
Last game: 33-0 win over 
Arizona in the Holiday Bowl
Returning starters: 18 (10 
offensive starters, seven defen-
sive starters, kicker)
Key players:
Offense - RB Roy Helu Jr. 
(2009 stats: 14 games played, 
1,147 yards rushing, 10 touch-
downs, 19 receptions, 149 yards 
receiving)
Defense - DT Jared Crick (2009 
stats: 14 games played, 73 tackles 
[31 solo], 15 TFL, 9.5 sacks, two 
fumble recoveries)
Key losses: Leading tackler and 
Outland and Lombardi trophies 
winner DT Ndamukong Suh, 
second leading tackler LB Phillip 
Dillard, leader in INTs S Matt 
O’Hanlon
Key matchup: Oct. 16 versus 
Texas
Outlook: If Nebraska can 
overcome a tough road game 
against Washington early on, 
it should be undefeated going 
into its Oct. 16 Big 12 title-game 
rematch against Texas at home. 
The Cornhuskers also play 
Missouri at home, which could 
be the game that decides the Big 
12 North division. Their defense 
should be able to keep them 
in every game, but they must 
improve on their offense if they 
have BCS aspirations. 
             2010 schedule
Sept. 4  Utah State
Sept. 11  Florida State
Sept. 18  Air Force
Sept. 25  @ Cincinnati 
Oct. 2  Texas (Dallas)
Oct. 16  Iowa State
Oct. 23  @ Missouri
Oct. 30  Colorado
Nov. 6  @ Texas A&M
Nov. 13  Texas Tech
Nov. 20  @ Baylor
Nov. 27  @ Oklahoma State
Coach: Bob Stoops (117-29 in 12 
seasons)
2009 record: (8-5)
Last game: 31-27 win over 
Stanford in the Sun Bowl
Returning starters: 13 (seven 
offensive starters, six defen-
sive starters)
Key players: 
Offense - QB Landry Jones 
(2009 stats: 12 games played, 
449 attempts, 261 completions, 
3198 yards, 26 TDs)
Defense - DE Jeremy Beal 
(2009 stats: 12 games played, 66 
tackles [43 solo], 11 sacks, two 
forced fumbles, one interception)
Key matchup: Oct. 2 versus 
Texas
Outlook: Just like Texas, 
Oklahoma is having to replace 
a star quarterback — in OU’s 
case, it just so happens to be a 
Heisman Trophy winner. While 
both teams had to get started 
with their future quarterbacks 
earlier than they were hoping, 
the Sooners had the benefit of 
having Landry Jones start 11 
games. If Jones can cut down on 
the interceptions and build on 
the number of touchdowns he 
threw, here’s the big surprise: 
Oklahoma will take the Big 12.
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